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01 An unusual exercise, under pressure

« Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, it’s about learning to dance in the rain. » 
Sénèque

High stakes 
• Cash, inventory, production tool which is  

undergoing its first confinement… 
• Imperative to resume on time, right the first time 

in the most economical way. 

How to control the containment of the production tool? 
• Plan & prepare 

Testimonials 
• Engineer's point of view 
• Process Transfer Experience 
• Multiple consultations, including the IFBM post (our translation is better here than on FB) 
• Principles inspired by the GBPH in breweries,  

risk management methods including HACCP.

https://www.facebook.com/InstitutFrancaisBrasserieMalterie/photos/a.360766267990698/642847109782611/?type=3&eid=ARA9ASY2O4_j5KqkMFW7hUKwfMfA2_x88j8W7Hu-w6xgreR0Ox2PZuDGaYTeJ1xSvKf1rnP5p92CjQ3S&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC2o8hC4--qVW_3JGIifxhhm-4B4wD6TElJPXEZKKd6Nr3EdhKaaMlyOBCpZI-Jdmt041QD6s2aZjJK0ZjqZbbVIHBRJBI91Hna4CoX8SW5KeqNgMRT-vCGjAn-HOQ6A7t5TLZseB-4pJ1eBkWuKuS25EMcYQ1To6Ii_RGT8LpMi-Ia-raqpNPGyckvoSyUqR_8Q-7HaMwRMbXqYab5MiYKwPASiAL_nLo0zV2fls59kIuL5jpECwLLnuXeJVg35bOkyUOv7q27mZyK2jaVbj_kov9oIyBzaaHbFFvk0f1VefY1hRhZHUJFjI-Xy2cd5rEZDPX26lgzIRuk2ulTGQo&__tn__=EHH-R
https://www.facebook.com/InstitutFrancaisBrasserieMalterie/photos/a.360766267990698/642847109782611/?type=3&eid=ARA9ASY2O4_j5KqkMFW7hUKwfMfA2_x88j8W7Hu-w6xgreR0Ox2PZuDGaYTeJ1xSvKf1rnP5p92CjQ3S&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC2o8hC4--qVW_3JGIifxhhm-4B4wD6TElJPXEZKKd6Nr3EdhKaaMlyOBCpZI-Jdmt041QD6s2aZjJK0ZjqZbbVIHBRJBI91Hna4CoX8SW5KeqNgMRT-vCGjAn-HOQ6A7t5TLZseB-4pJ1eBkWuKuS25EMcYQ1To6Ii_RGT8LpMi-Ia-raqpNPGyckvoSyUqR_8Q-7HaMwRMbXqYab5MiYKwPASiAL_nLo0zV2fls59kIuL5jpECwLLnuXeJVg35bOkyUOv7q27mZyK2jaVbj_kov9oIyBzaaHbFFvk0f1VefY1hRhZHUJFjI-Xy2cd5rEZDPX26lgzIRuk2ulTGQo&__tn__=EHH-R


02 Preamble

Methodology
The origin of risks is grouped by nature rather than by stage: 

• Equipment: anything that is not part of the product and comes into 
contact with the beer 

• Water as a raw material, technological aid, cleaning aid, ... 

• Materials: raw materials, intermediates, finished product including 
packaging (bottles), air, CO2, ... 

• Premises: waste disposal, air intake, refrigerators, cleaning tools,...

Means of risk prevention: 

• Avoidance.  
The fermenter is empty: there is no risk of 

contamination of the beer. 

• Construction 

The fermenter is closed, refrigerated, under 

pressure, ...the beer is not exposed to a great 

risk thanks to the design of the equipment.  

• Detection 

Beer is checked regularly, so that problems can 

be anticipated and avoided. 

• Correction 

When the beer is degraded there is a way to 

correct the problem afterwards.



03 Avoidance

Microorganisms grow best with : 

• Energy source 

• Water 

A microbrewery 

• Favorable conditions for microorganism growth 

• Mastery of this craft depends on hygiene measures. 

During the shutdown 

• Hygiene procedures are not applied 

Ensuring hygiene by construction = eliminating water and energy 

Clean - Decontaminate - Keep clean and dry 

The same actions taken at the restart are closer to corrective actions

The actions at the time of the shutdown are decisive



03 Avoidance

Useful actions 

• Cleaning dry areas to prevent the formation of crusts 

• Purging, cleaning, decontamination and drying wet equipment 

• Insulation of premises and materials against rodents, insects, moisture and dust  
e.g. hermetically sealed packages 

• Cleaning and plugging of drains  
so that the siphons do not dry out and cause backflow. 

• Take measures to avoid condensation: controlled ventilation, stabilized temperature 

Note: 

Be careful when washing on biofilms or dry crusts that are well settled: start washing with a cold step to 
remove organic and especially protein residues. They coagulate when heated and are thereafter difficult to 
remove and form sticking points for later deposits and biofilms.

Eliminate the conditions for growth from the outset



A fragile resource 
• Water tanks and pipes become contaminated when water stagnates. 
• Bacteria grow from 0°C to 70° : 

low or high storage temperatures limit the risks but do not avoid them. 
Pseudomonas develop at low temperatures and form biofilms. 

Removing installed biofilms is a pain, avoiding them is easier! 

A crucial resource 
• Beer taste and colour 
• Cleaning surfaces in contact with beer (bottles, heat exchangers, ...) 
• Cleaning the production environment (potential aerosol)

04 Beer lovers care for water



04 Beer lovers care for water

Useful actions 

• Empty the tanks 

• Take the opportunity to inspect the inside 
Deposits on the vertical walls, at the tank bottom and above the waterline.  
The so-called irreversible and mature biofilms have a mucous consistency to the touch. 

• Treat biofilm where appropriate 

• If the tank is fed by a reverse-osmosis system, stick the switch/floater on "high level" position before emptying the 
tank and leave the RO in function. In this way the unit will not produce but will continue to flush regularly. 

• Check the consumable inventory (filters, chlorine tablets, etc.) to ensure that they are available when restarting. 

Note: The removal of installed biofilm is a nuisance. 

• Effective remedies mostly seem to include mechanical action (scrubbing). 

• Products to remove/ to eliminate biofilms exist that contain biofilm-degrading specific enzymes: 

• Ask your detergent supplier  

• Realco offers Biorem enzymatic detergents, co-developed with INRA. 

• iTram Higiene markets "biofilm remove".

Often neglected, water is in the spotlight

https://www.realco.be/nos-metiers/industrie-agroalimentaire/audit-biofilm/traitement-des-biofilms/
https://biofilmremove.com/fr/faq-biofilm-remove/
https://www.realco.be/nos-metiers/industrie-agroalimentaire/audit-biofilm/traitement-des-biofilms/
https://biofilmremove.com/fr/faq-biofilm-remove/


05 Rejuvination

In depth and preventive maintenance

Preventive maintenance is the set of technical operations carried out by a company ...  
and intended to reduce the likelihood of failure or degradation of an asset's performance. 

The 5 benefits of preventive maintenance  

• Preserving production 

• Increasing the lifespan of infrastructures 

• Reducing costs 

• Guaranteeing the quality of production 

• Improving working conditions 

A unique opportunity to carry out in-depth maintenances 

• It is possible to do them, without any impact on productivity! 

• Reduces the risk at restart 

• Ensures that the equipment will operate under the conditions for which it is intended



①

②

Useful actions: 

• Rather than leave a plate heat exchanger that has not been thoroughly cleaned for 6 months under peracetic acid,  
it is best to take it apart, clean it and leave it dry (if you are not sure of what you are doing, better call your supplier) 

• Purge pumps, grease motor shafts, clean & inspect mill + in-depth maintenance 

• The fluids 

• Water: water treatment, storage and distribution system (see above) 

• Air treatment 
Its operation has an impact on the conservation of materials (biological and biochemical risks). 
and condensation in the premises. 

Note: 

• Powerful dehumidifiers are for rent e.g. treating 1,000m3/hour  
or 80-90 L of condensate/day, for 75 € TTC / day (e.g. Loxam) 

 
 
 

• 1: Total flora from a sample taken from a refrigeration unit (100 cfu/ 20 cm),  
containing mold and bacteria which may be spread by contact, dispersal or runoff. 

• 2: Total flora from CIP rinse water sample from a heat exchanger (approx. 100 cfu/ml).  
The observed flora comes mainly from the rinsing water and not from the exchanger.

Never a better moment

05 Rejuvination



06 Enhanced controls are the third line of defence. 

• Avoidance of all risks = hard to imagine 

• All adequate premises, equipment and procedures to control risks = unlikely 

Rodents, insects or germs intrusions during prolonged period of calm =  
example of a risk that cannot be avoided and is difficult to build against totally. 

It will be invaluable at restart, to have have a complete picture of operations at shut-down. 

• Constitutes the reference indicating a return to normal (or not) 

• Comparison « Before/After » is rich in information on the robustness of processes and procedures. 

• Useful for documenting future equipment change projects, reviewing procedures, etc. 

Limiting surprises at restart depends on: 

• the general state of the premises at standstill 

• the conditions of conservation as is, until restart 

enhanced controls on the following points are important: 

• Premises, Equipment, Materials, Water at standstill and restart 

• During the shutdown period : 

• Temperatures & humidity of the different spaces (value and variations) 

• Presence of pests



Useful actions: 

By any means easy and quick to deploy (Smartphone), capture: 

• All available parameters instead of the usual useful parameters 
e.g. differential pressures on filters, room temperature indicators, .... 

• The state of the entry and exit points of flows: air inlet filters, water sampling, air vents, etc. 

• Surfaces: storage areas, surfaces susceptible of deposits or in contact with the beer (inside the tanks, lids). 

• The condition of the cleaning tools 

• Carry out reinforced controls 

• Wearing parts 

• Physical and chemical properties of beer, CIP solutions, water, ... 

• Organoleptics of beer 

• Microbiology of beer, equipment (CIP/CIP rinsing water) and premises (surfaces of equipment and premises) 

• Building up a sample library 

Note: 

• UV flashlights, inexpensive and easy to procure, can useful for spotting organic deposits, rodent passage etc. (Amazon) 

• Using stand-alone field kits for simple tests can be a good complement to laboratory analysis: 
Treated water, last CIP rinse water, water for usage in a brewery should not exceed at any time 100cfu/ml and  
preferably be under 10 cfu/ml, to limit the risk of biofilm development

A good Effort/Security ratio

06 Enhanced controls are the third line of defence. 



07 The soothsayer brewer

" Not planning ahead is moaning already." 

 
Forecasting: 

• Everything works: a formula in Excel gives good forecast 

• Things are getting complicated: the Wet Finger technique, not such a good forecast 

Our choice: 

1. Spend time defining the most likely scenario and bet the house on it. 

2. Define 2 or 3 scenarios and prepare for each one 

• Avoid being caught off guard 

• Identify and manage one or two priority actions that make a difference 

• To steer through uncertainty with relevant indicators/beacons. 

To avoid a correction: anticipate, prepare, monitor



07 The soothsayer brewer

Useful action: building recovery scenarios 

• Scenario 1: Rebound 
• At the end of the quarantine period the weather is perfect and consumers are back with a desire to catch-up.  

Supermarkets, bars, restaurants... everyone wants them. All the beers are in demand. 
• Challenge : What is my maximum production capacity if I supply 100% of the demand on 80% of my references? 
• Consequences: Given the customer and supplier payment terms, what is the impact on cash flow? Can I afford it? 
• Plan A, B & C : If not then: I go to the bank / I prefer customers paying cash/ I produce what I have inventory for… 

• Scenario 2: rapid recovery 
• At the end of containment, people come out and consume. Within a few weeks the demand is almost normal 
• Challenge: How do I join remaining stock and production to supply 100% of the demand on 100% of the references? 
• Consequences: It looks like I'm going to have to manage the vats to the hilt, and to do that I'll have to have everyone 

available. Is that okay? 
• Plan A, B & C: if it's the treasury that gets stuck for salaries, I go to the bank etc.. 

• Scenario 3: slow recovery 
• At the end of containment, the economy is weak and consumption comes back slowly.  

All brewers want to get rid of their stocks to bring in money, which causes a price drop. 
• Challenge: in that context, how to maintain prices and profitability despite limited volume ? 
• Consequences: … 
• Plan A, B & C :… 

Note: scenario planning is most efficient when a diversity of points of view are involved. Discussions with suppliers, 
partners and distributors would help improve scenarios and robust courses of action

"Foresight makes safe steps. »



08 Dashboard

Adaptable programs for your case

Ideal Stop Minimum stop Restart

Equipment

• Emptying / dismantling / 
scrubbing 

• Thoroughly clean, decontaminate, 
dry 

• Leave it clean and dry

• Reading / Checking the parameters 
• Clean, decontaminate, leave in 

water with protection (peracetic) 
• Recording / Checking the 

protective efficiency

• Routine cleaning and/or 
discarding 

• Reinforced controls until the 
parameters are permanently 
"normal", at least 3 batches

Water

• Ensure intermittent operation of 
equipments 

• Emptying the tarpaulins 
• Clean, decontaminate, dry 
• Protect (dust, insects)

• Reading / Checking the parameters 
• Carry out an annual maintenance 

procedure 
• Ensure intermittent operation of 

equipment 
• Empty the tarpaulins once a week. 
• Controlling the microbio

• Routine maintenance 
• Rebuilding the water stock 
• Purge each point of use, at least 5 

minutes before the first drawdown.  
• Reinforced controls until the 

parameters are permanently 
"normal", at least 3 weeks.

Topics

• Discarded started & expired before 
recovery 

• Sealing, sealing, overwrapping 
• Insulate clean and dry 
• Inventory

• Discard doubtful & obsolete before 
recovery 

• Closing the starters 
• Insulate clean and dry

• Consultation of the T°/ Humidity 
history during the shutdown 
period 

• Reinforced controls 
• Comparison of before/after images

Premises

• Preventive maintenance of the air 
handling system - adjustment 
adapted to the shutdown period  

• Plugging the drains 
• Rodents

• Control and readings of the air 
handling system - adjustment 
adapted to the shutdown period. 

• Covering unused evacuations

• Consultation of the T°/ Humidity 
history during the shutdown 
period 

• Reinforced controls 
• Comparison of before/after images



09 Conclusion

Each (planned) shutdown/recovery started with the feeling 

• Dantean preparation effort 

• Huge operating loss 

• Considerable extra cost. 

but as long as the shutdown did not result in a significant loss of market share, we ended with a draw or a win! 

 
To do this, we had to give ourselves the means to restart flawlessly when the time came. 

Planning and execution undeniably are work and energy consumed 

Initially we had a largely controlled production, which had not been reviewed in detail for a long time.  

The shut-down was an opportunity to rediscover our process and to improve it in a sustainable way = 

translated into lower costs, improved quality, capacity, flexibility etc.

Personal experience

This complex period presents risks and opportunities



  Cheers !

www.pinqkerton.com/pages/microbrewery

www.pinqkerton.com/blogs/infos/microbrewery-how-microbiology-can-impact-your-beers-quality

Contact : Christopher  cp@pinqkerton.com

Beer is proof that God loves us and wants 
us to be happy."  
 
Benjamin Franklin

mailto:cp@pinqkerton.com
mailto:cp@pinqkerton.com
http://www.pinqkerton.com/pages/microbrewery
http://www.pinqkerton.com/blogs/infos/microbrewery-how-microbiology-can-impact-your-beers-quality
http://www.pinqkerton.com/pages/microbrewery
http://www.pinqkerton.com/blogs/infos/microbrewery-how-microbiology-can-impact-your-beers-quality
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